
JOB DESCRIPTION

LEAD 15+ AGE GROUP 

S&C COACH



the number of players gaining u.s./european college

scholarships each year

strong results and rankings in Spain, Tennis Europe, ITF

and UTR events through attending regular local,

national & international competitions

producing hardworking, well-mannered individuals who

have done everything they can to achieve their goals.  

SotoTennis Academy (STA) is a high performance Tennis

Academy based in the South of Spain in Sotogrande, 30

minutes from Marbella.
 
our VISION
 
STA strives to be an international, personalised and

boutique-style Tennis Academy. we aim to attract foreign

players to use STA as their training base by implementing

a Systematic, Aligned and Specific approach on and off the

court.

 

STA provides players with a pathway to get good

scholarships into U.S. College or gain an ATP or WTA

ranking. we believe strongly in developing tennis players

as well as personalities by focussing on our key “Growth”

values:

 

We measure our success by:

WHO ARE WE?
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TEAM CONTEXT
 
The Lead 15+ Strength and Conditioning Coach is an essential part of the STA team.
  
Strength and conditioning encompass the entire development of the player and what is

needed to improve physical performance.
 
The lead 15+ coach needs to have a good knowledge in the areas of biomechanics,

fitness, psychology, physiotherapy and rehabilitation, strength and conditioning,

medical support and nutrition.

S&C AT STA
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The main physical work will be

around prehab, core work, strength

and power training, speed, agility,

dynamic balance and reaction time

development, endurance, flexibility,

and tennis specific movement work.

Knowledge of tennis is a desirable

skill set.

Strength and conditioning coaches

need to excel in bridging the gap

between the theory of training and

subsequently applying this onto the

training ground, helping players to

get faster, stronger and keep going

longer so they perform better and

steer clear of injuries.
 
One of the key challenges is

communication and connection with

players, parents and coaches,

providing them with tools and

practical advice during sessions but

also communicating and managing

players off the court and on the

road.



KEY RELATIONSHIPS
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The lead 15+ S&C coach will report to the Academy Director and the Performance

Director, as well as the necessary Age Group Lead Tennis Coaches

STA ensures that the lead 15+ s&C Coach will have the facilities, player management

tools and communication tools at his/her disposal to deliver the goals set out by the

Performance Director.

Academy Director (Dan Kiernan)

Performance Director (Carl Maes)

competition Manager (Ollie Cores)

all age group coaches

  INterNal coMMUNICatiONS 
 

Lead Coaches from STA via Slack

Players and parents from STA via

whatsapp

Access players and coaches that visit STA

via whatsapp

Academy Physio as and when needed (Jorge)

  exterNal coMMUNICatiONS 



THE ROLE
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30 hours per week of delivery

10 hours per week of administration

role DIMENSIONS
 
Contract 

Full Time Contract with agreed amount of

holidays.
 
Hours of work 

These hours need to flexible according to

the tournament schedule of the players

during the week. Best attempts will be

made to have these hours in blocks

together.
 
Location
Sototennis Academy is based in the

Octogono TENNIS club near the marina in

Sotogrande. The fitness facility is

currently based in Active Fitness

Sotogrande, Av. del Conchudo, s/n, 11360

Sotogrande, Cádiz.

Attending matches/tournaments at the

weekends may also be required and is a

useful way of monitoring the fitness

levels of the players in competition.

Budget 
budget for equipment or resources to be

agreed with Academy Director upon

proposed list.

Remuneration
€20-28k per annum, experience dependent 



ACCOUNTABILITIES
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To work with STA tennis coaches, Performance Director and Academy

Physiotherapist to improve our players' performance through

developing and evaluating strength and conditioning programmes

that reflect scientific principles as they relate to adaptation,

periodisation, peaking, tapering and injury rehabilitation.

To execute and implement the delivery and development of strength

and conditioning for players at base and those at tournaments.

To manage a general programme for players during travel at

tournaments when there is no S&C coach available.

Implement challenging and regular monitoring of performance

through a series of tests for all the STA players and base

programmes on those tests.

If needed, recruit and supervise the work of other strength and

conditioning team members including interns during their

placements at STA.

To communicate with and maintain our good relationship with the

gym. Including booking gym times for the players.

To ensure Access Players get the most out of their time with STA.

This may include developing a relationship with a player's S&C coach

where they train full time and understanding their needs and

current level of development for when they spend time at STA.

To ensure all S&C materials are well looked after and replaced if

needed.

To help create and sustain a healthy vision of STA and promote it to

other parties accordingly. To represent the Growth values of STA

(Gratitude, Respect, Ownership, Want, The daily bill, Humility) at all

times.

To keep records in accordance with relevant legislation and policies

and procedures, providing reports as required.

To ensure and promote equality of opportunity, respecting

diversity and recognising the needs of different groups and

individuals.



REQUIREMENTS
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To be an ambassador for STA both internally and externally, communicating and

promoting the vision and direction of the academy with passion.

To build, manage and maintain strong relationships and communication within the

organisation and work in partnership with other team members.

To ensure that your own work and behaviour is in accordance with professional

standards and agreed processes.

Weekly online monitoring of planning and communication.

Monthly face to face evaluation of the programme of players.

lead 15+ coach requirements

 

EVALUATION PROCESSES BY PERFORMANCE DIRECTOR
 

 



HOW TO APPLY
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if you have any questions and/or are interested in applying for the lead u15 S&C

COACH position, please send your cv and a cover letter outlining why you believe

you are the right person for this role to fioNa speNcer-NairN:

fioNa@sototeNNis.coM


